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Wheels for 944 Turbo 16 inch 16x7 16x8 rear. 5 phone dials - (3
front 2 rear) , 4 flat dish (2 front 2 rear) $1000 takes it all.
Call Kurt Daunheimer 1-306-584-1507
Left Steering knuckle/spindle for 944. Fits all early models. Offers
Call Tobias 668-9639
Intake Manifold for 8-valve 944 924S. Offers. Call Tobias 668-9639
Bra for 944. Good condition. $60 or best offer.
Call Malcolm 488-9622
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1986 944 turbo drivers door, nearly flawless black paint, will fit any
924 -944 from about 1976 to 1992. $50 or offer. I paid $200 a couple of
years ago for what was likely the last one in MB. Call David, 269-0019
1971 911 Targa convertible, for parts, or to restore a rusty or bent
Targa. Not accident damaged, nearly rust-free, but suffered interior
fire damage. $2000 or offer. Call David, 269-0019
225 and 245-16" race tires, street-legal, used... Make an offer.
Call David 269-0019
To advertise in the newsletter contact Tobias Theobald via email
1985944@mts.net or telephone 668-9639
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Red River Region Calendar of Events
October 1
October 5
November 5
November 7

RRR Meeting
RRR Rally
RRR Meeting
Fundraiser for Winnipeg Harvest
(Barca Club)
November 12
Election Nominations Deadline
November (TBA) RRR Rally
December 3
Annual General Meeting
December (TBA) Red River Xmas Party
May 8th (tentative) Spring Ramble to Narcisse

Grapes Leon’s Centre is a proud supporter of the Red
River Region, Porsche Club of America.

Grapes Leon’s Centre
Contact David Grant
Grapes Leon’s Centre
Contact David Grant
Tobias Theobald
Contact David Grant
Grapes, Leon’s Centre
T.B.A.
Contact Tobias

Common Acronyms:
RRR
- Red River Region of the Porsche Club of America
WSCC
- Winnipeg Sports Car Club
Nord Stern - Minnesota Region of PCA operating primarily out of Minneapolis
CBIR
- Brainerd International Raceway (2 hours east of Fargo)
Autocross - navigation of pylons at relatively low speeds in parking lot
Pro-solo
- 3 lap run on the racetrack; 1 car on track at a time

*********************************************************************
(Continued from page 21)

You are requested that where you have a choice, you consider giving
these merchants your business in recognition of their generosity.
As a sequel to the cruise, the IMAX® Theatre donated to the Red
River Region, a special screening of TOP SPEED, a new IMAX® film
featuring the Porsche
Cayenne and Porsche
racing
at
Road
Atlanta and Le Mans.
The net proceeds of
this event also benefit
the MS Society.
In total, your region will have contributed some $5,000 to this worthy
cause .
Editor’s Note: I would like to thank Malcolm for all his hard work putting this event
together. Malcolm spent endless hours on the phone, and sent out dozens of letters
to recruit the sponsors at this event. Thanks to his hard work 11 of us could
participate for only the cost of fuel.
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President’s Column:
By David Grant

When our last issue was being prepared, Vicki and I were touring the
west coast in the 944S with a pair of bikes on the back. Mark was
enjoying a couple of weeks with my 911. The trip went beautifully.
The day we were to stop in Yellowstone Park, we were outrunning a
line of thunderstorms, so we headed straight home instead.
Those of us that drove to Brainerd for the big PCA Club race in
August had a great time. While Vicki and I flagged at turn 4, a 944
race car coasted to our station. The driver got out. Vicki introduced
me as President of the Red River Region; he introduced himself as
President of the Kansas City Region. We had lots to share. Good to
see that PCA has such enthusiastic Members serving their regions.
At our September business meeting, I called for ideas for new
Regional events. We had a September tour to the Interlake, courtesy
of Tobias and we will have a November social evening courtesy of
Vicki. Anyone else who has a good idea, please let any of your
executives know. We need to keep having fun events, especially if it
brings out members who do not come to meetings, etc. I will be
putting on another rally on October 5. If there is enough interest, I
will do another in November. Anyone with internet access should
check out the www.pca.org/rev website, fairly often.

The last leg of our drive took us back to the Canad Inns, Windsor
Park, for a delicious roast pork dinner. During the award ceremony,
TEAM PORSCHE, received the award for the largest team entered.
The success of TEAM PORSCHE can be attributed to two groups of
people, the volunteers who brought out their cars and spent their day
driving and showing their pride and joy, and the sponsors who made
our eleven-car entry possible. These sponsors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silver Jeans
City Bread
Grapes Leon’s Centre
J&D Penner
Auto Haus Porsche
Flightcraft Maintenance Services
Sunley Produce
Royal Bank
Car Guide
IMAX® Theatre at Portage Place
Porsche Club of America
(Continued on page 22)

It is again time to call for new volunteers to help with club business.
If you want to help run this club, let us know, as there are elections in
not too many weeks.

4
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Cruisin’ Manitoba for MS

Editor’s Column:

By: Malcolm Hinds, Captain, TEAM PORSCHE

By Tobias Theobald

On September 14th Team Porsche participated in the Third annual
Cruisin’ Manitoba for Multiple Sclerosis, raising almost $3000 for the
charity. Eleven Porsche cars made up TEAM PORSCHE covering the
range from 944’s, late model 911’s, several Boxsters and a Cayenne S,
entered by Auto Haus.

Every year I take the opportunity to go go-karting at least once. The
faster the karts, the more I am drawn to them. On September 8th
Thunder Rapids hosted the 8th annual Huntington’s Indy Go-Kart
Challenge. Being my third year with this event, I was all geared up
when I heard that this year was the 12hour LeMans race. I was
hoping to put together “Team Porsche”. I asked for people interested
in entering the new all night event, but I guess not many were
interested in burning the midnight oil. Instead I joined a friend’s team
as the sole representative from the Red River Region.

The day started out with a rendezvous at the Canad Inns, Pembina
Hwy at 8.00 a.m. Coffee, muffins and doughnuts were served. The
weather was not kind with dark clouds and light rain, but spirits were
high. The convoy of some 75 cars of all shapes, sizes and vintage, led
by TEAM PORSCHE, took to the road for a leisurely drive to
Carman.

As it turned out, not enough teams raised the minimum $1500 in
donation money, so the LeMans race was cancelled with a week to go.
We split our team of 6 into 2 teams of three for the regular 2 hour
daytime race. This meant that each person on a team would race two
twenty minute stints. My team, the Clutch Burners, was able to raise
over $650 thanks to the help of Grapes Leon’s Centre, and Avis.

Wayne Schellekens and Malcolm Hinds give an up close and personal view of the
Boxter’s mid engine

At Carman a hot breakfast of pancakes and sausage was served and a
visit was made to Heaman’s Antique Autorama – a unique display of
some 35 cars manufactured between 1902 and 1935, many in original,
unrestored condition. While we were enjoying the food and the
vintage cars, the locals had come out to inspect and admire our convoy
now lined up for display. After this pit stop, it was on to Altona where
more food was served and the cars were lined up again for the visitors
to examine.
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The races started at
9:00 sharp. One point is
given to a team with
each pass, and one is
deducted each time that
team is passed. At the
first driver change
(twenty minutes), we
were in a good position.
We passed more cars
than passed us. Second
driver, Steven Haines,
picked off 24 cars on his Turn 3 at the Huntington’s Indy Go -Kart Challenge
hot laps. A fast kart
and some good driving is all it took. My turn was up next. I was
pretty satisfied with my kart, it wasn’t the fastest, but far from the
slowest. I passed a few karts early in the race. Kart number 17 kept
up, dicing with me for a few laps. I quickly found myself behind kart
number 20. Definitely one of the slowest karts on the track all
morning. Only problem, this driver knew when to go inside, and
when to go wide. Definitely a racing fan. My straight line speed was
faster. I would consistently get beside him, but I just couldn’t make
5

the pass stick in the turns. Covering his line so well, my only chance
was to wait for a mistake. The mistake came at lap 15. Inside turn 3,
he bumped another kart in front causing his kart to skid. Suddenly 3
karts collided and Number 20 spun. I knew by the chain of events this
would happen, so I jumped inside and passed by the accident.
Each of us took one more turn in the kart. At 11:45 racing was done.
The lap counters spent half an hour calculating the results for fastest
team. Our team came up as fastest out of twenty teams! A good day’s
work if you ask me. Can’t wait until next year!

Wisdom in Buying a Car—Part II
Excerpt from Kevin R. Dill’s publication series: DRIVE FOR FREE

.... buying from a dealer or a private seller?
Although the tips and techniques taught in last month’s PCA
newsletter can be used even when bargaining with a dealer, perhaps
the greatest benefit when purchasing from a private owner comes in
the form of how much one saves. It can be measured in the relationship
between saving thousands versus just a few hundred. In addition, since
a dealer knows many consumers are uneducated, he may not be willing
to bend very much. He waits for the uninformed buyer who will waltz
in and pay the asking price without asking too many questions. So do
not be surprised if you walk into the a dealership all haughty and
armed, only to find no one cares. This text has been written with the
private buyer and the private seller in mind. Outside of this realm
remember, marching into unknown territory can lead to financial
suicide.
Largely due to a lack of consumer confidence and competence, many a
car buyer heads down the road to his local dealer knowing some
security is usually found in a reconditioned fully inspected pre-owned
car. Of course, feeling assured the vehicle will not fall apart before he
gets home comes at an inflated price. Increased price is what the dealer
is entitled to when recognizing the dealer is in the business of selling
cars for a profit. Normally, a private seller is not and his asking price
reflects this. By having the ability to go out and make a solid decision
when buying a car from a private owner instead, you will probably pay
less and will still have gained a sufficient amount of security to give
you a good night's sleep.
6

263 Gunn Road - Mailing Address: Box 57, GRP 512, RR 5,
Winnipeg, MB - Canada - R2C 2Z2
Phone. (204) 942-2600 or (204) 222-9191

-

Fax. (204) 222-7303

**********************************************************************

We joined back on to Hwy 9 and followed it all the way back to
Winnipeg where we were detoured due to an accident.
The ramble ended at Tim Horton’s on Main Street, where we
discussed the drive. I checked the quiz answers. With just 2
contestants, the last thing I expected was a tie! The decision was
made to split the prize into 2 prizes. Malcolm and Suzanne took the
T-Shirt. Bruce and Marcia were more than happy with the Model
1957 Dodge Panel Wagon.
The Spring Ramble is planned for May of 2004. We will be heading
out to Narcisse to see the garder snakes as they emerge from their
winter hide-out. Expect to see tens of thousands of snakes on this
exciting trip that you won’t want to miss! More info this winter.
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Clutch Repair (Continued)

(Continued from page 17)

p.s.- In under an hour Monday evening, Mark and I pulled out the
engine, and properly inserted the clutch fork fingers into the groove in
the T.O. bearing, and the car is happy again. That was the 3rd engine
removal in a week. Each time, I have to drain 9 liters of oil, and
replace it with new, as even a tiny bit of grit going into the tank of a
911 will damage engine bearings, so never put the same oil back in.

Ramble (Continued)
(Continued from page 11)

We stopped for lunch at a little Greek restaurant near the waterfront.
After about an hour and a half we headed to Gimli Motorsport Park
where our webmaster, Wayne Schellekens was racing the Formula Vee
class.

When looking to buy a used automobile from a dealer, it's important to
realize, the term "reconditioned" is not a standard established by the
automotive industry which guarantees reliability and mechanical
soundness. Usually, each dealership will decide for itself what needs to
be "reconditioned" on a used car before it's made available for resale.
Regardless of whether the vehicle is in need of any serious mechanical
care, the cosmetics or "curb appeal" will likely take priority. After all,
the better a vehicle looks, the better it will probably sell.
In showing how a good-looking used car can easily be misleading, I
tested out the uncertainty behind the misused word "reconditioned" at
a dealership recently to prove it still happens. The vehicle I was
admiring was 4.5 years of age. The mileage was within the proper
range, the recent interior shampoo and detailing left one feeling clean
just getting in, and the near-perfect original white exterior was
definitely eye-catching. Cosmetically, it was a winner. However, it was
during the test drive that the mechanical aspect took over. Once the
engine was warmed up, I sensed some minor instability with the
engine idle and afterward, a quick visual check of the engine
compartment also revealed the main drive belt was showing signs of

The sun started to peek
out at around 3:30 or so,
and the track was
starting to dry up.
Several offers came our
way to get our cars on
the race track, but we
declined. At 4:00pm we
made our way home.
The drive back to
Winnipeg, took us along
a long straight stretch Captain Kennedy House along River Road
on Hwy #8 back to
Clandeboye, where we crossed over to Hwy #9. We drove into
Selkirk and along the River Road Heritage Parkway. Some of the sites
along River Road were St. Andrews on the Red Rectory, Cpt. Kennedy
House, Hay house, and Scott House.
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needing immediate replacement. A minor routine mechanical check
would have confirmed this and yet it had been ignored.
When I brought it to the attention of the manager, he was honestly
unaware of what had been legitimately discovered. Almost instantly, I
had the sense to walk away from this automobile, even if nothing else
turned up troublesome. What I had found left me nervous. I lost a
great deal of interest in wanting to pursue this vehicle because of the
uncomfortable feeling I was left with.
Surprisingly, when it came down the bottom price, what was
negotiated, cost only $500 more than a comparable advertised private
seller's car (in options, mileage and year). Of course, the price gap
would have likely increased further once the private seller's asking
price was also negotiated down. And, in counting all extra costs, with
the mandatory added sales tax, another $770 would still have had to be
paid to the dealer.
Most disturbing of all, however, was the manner in which the manager
handled these truths concerning one of his automobiles. In addition to
an obviously worn drive belt, the unstable engine idle was later
confirmed in his service shop. The remedy involved simply cleaning
the induction system throttle plate which was affecting air flow due to
a film build-up. He indicated this was a common problem and yet,
knowing this, he never bothered to have it checked in advance of
selling the car. An uneducated consumer would have likely been stuck
with the repair bill once the vehicle was purchased and driven away.
Furthermore, after showing some hesitancy toward buying the vehicle,
I was told by the manager the reduced price given would not normally
include all this extra work. Strangely, it was like he was doing me a
favor when, in reality, I pointed out some simple mechanical issues
even an untrained technician could have noticed or which should have
been revealed had the
"reconditioning" process been
thorough. With reference to his
comment on giving me a reduced
price, regardless of the final
purchase price, whether I buy or
someone else does, either way, the
dealer still wins.
With reference to the worn drive
belt, the manager begrudgingly
8

**********************************************************************

its internals while it was apart. No meals, no breaks-- a lot of work.
My son Mark helped admirably, including carrying one end of it
outside when it was done, with Vicki helping with doors, and the
actual installation. As Vicki was installing a cam-sealing plate, early
in the job, the 10mm socket she was using came off its 1/4" drive
extension, and fell into the engine. She felt bad, but we eventually
found it and got back to business without having to split the crankcase
again!
When I slipped the engine into the car at nearly 4 AM Sunday, with
Vicki's help, it went so smoothly, that I skipped the part where I check
that the release fork and the T.O. bearing are properly engaged.
When I was done, about 6 am, the car would not start. By then it had
been raining two hours, and the ignition was very wet. It stopped
raining, and I dried the distributor with a paper towel. We prepared
for plan "B" which was to borrow Mark's car for the day, then the 911
started. We loaded everything into the 911, and were about to take
off, when I discovered that the clutch pedal would not disengage the
engine. We rushed to MS Cruise registration, and to get the 944S.
Everything went well with the cruise, even if Vicki and I were in a
borrowed car!
(Continued on page 18)
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Clutch Throw Out Bearing Repair
By David Grant

While I was working on Mark's 944S a week ago, he borrowed my
911S. He said it over-revved and started making what he called a
ticking noise. I checked the adjustment of all the valves. All were
perfectly at 0.004", so there was no bent or broken valve. I checked
the chain tensioners, but they too were fine. I decided to check for an
internal problem, so took off the clutch and flywheel, etc. After I had
the exhaust headers, cooling system, all the intake stuff and MFI
pump off, I found the centering inner part of my t.o. bearing was
broken. When I picked up the pressure plate, out fell a thin 2" piece of
aluminum tube. I studied the part, and not finding a cheap local
alternative, (a new bearing would have cost my son a week's pay) I
redesigned the little part. On the lathe I turned one out of a piece of
scrap aluminum in about an hour. I also put a better radius on the
steel part that
spins inside
the
broken
one.
I
checked the
alignment of
the
release
'fork'
to
within a few
thousandths
of an inch, in
case that had
led to the
failure.
It
took a full day
and evening
Homeward bound, the Cruisin’ For MS cars leave Altona .
to fix this and
get the car
running. The original noise was still there! Very disappointing, as
the MS Cruise was less than 2 days away.
It turns out the knocking was not a connecting-rod bearing failure,
but rather resulted from the piston lightly tapping a throttle plate
screw that had been eaten by the engine, and had lodged itself in the
head. Harmless, but it sounded dreadful. I spent 24 hours Saturday
taking the engine apart, putting in new bearings, and checking out all
16

replaced it, stating it was still usable. Even so, the belt was already
slightly more than 5,000 km (or 3,000 miles) past its safe given life
span and, in its present condition, could break at any time. This would
leave a recent used car buyer stranded and no doubt frustrated.
Neglecting a minor repair which can become a major inconvenience to
a drive when it suddenly snaps, is no joke. Making light of
preventative maintenance by trying to excuse a legitimate concern
away was enough for me to walk away without buying.
In conclusion, buying from a dealer should always be kept as a last
resort. And, even when doing so, never play the buying game on his
turf. I go into detail in a later chapter on how to gain the edge when
choosing to involve a dealer in the sales transaction. In short, a car
buyer usually purchases from a dealer for two main financial reasons:
I.

Financing is a requirement

II.

Saving money is not an issue.

Personally, if you must buy from a dealer, take the time to establish a
comfortable relationship with the owner/manager in advance. Do this
outside the dealership grounds. Simply go out for lunch or coffee and
tell him it's important for you to know a little about the person behind
the operation who will be trusted to provide you with the service you
expect. Chances are, he will respect you for taking the trouble to show
such unusual interest in him and his business. By doing so, you can
then go in and make the purchase the non-conformist way, from the
wholesale price up and not from the retail price down. Even then,
you will probably still pay more with no iron-clad guarantee you are
getting what you pay for, which is more.
Until next time...
Copyright 2003 © Kevin R. Dill
Kevin is a lifestyle coach and motivational writer and author of more than 40 publications on automotive
matters , personal achievement, and various "hot" topics of controversy and contrarianism. Kevin can be
reached at krd@mac.com.

Caliper Repainting
By: David Grant

The BREMBO brake calipers used on 951 and late 80's 928 cars like
the S4 have 4 pistons, black paint, and a clear coating. They are quite
impressive, until the clear coating starts to flake off, leaving a bad
appearance. My own calipers had this problem, 9

Our Newest Member — Welcome To The PCA Family
•

10

Jack Reimer

1981 911 SC

5. The Cayenne has a towing limit of :
A)
B)
C)
D)

2700 lbs.
5000 lbs.
7700 lbs.
10,000 lbs.

6. The overall length of the Cayenne is:
A)
B)
C)
D)

13.6 feet
15.6 feet
18.6 feet
20.6 feet

7. Porsche will produce approximately what number of vehicles during
the first year of production?
A)
B)
C)
D)

5,000
10,000
25,000
50,000

8. Cayenne vehicle production takes place in?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Leipzig, Germany
Berlin, Germany
Zuffenhausen, Germany
Neckarsulm, Germany

9. Cayenne engine production takes place in?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Leipzig, Germany
Berlin, Germany
Zuffenhausen, Germany
Neckarsulm, Germany

And, a really interesting fact: Cayenne ground clearance may be modulated by
Porsche’s Adjustable Air Suspension. The driver may adjust the ground
clearance from 6.18” for loading to 10.75” for technical off-road maneuvers
below 19 miles per hour.

Answers: 1) B 2) B & D 3) C 4) D 5) C 6) B 7) C 8) A 9) C

and I had them off the car, so I grit blasted them and spray-painted
them with a hardened black enamel. When I was approached by Kevin
Dill, one of our members, I decided to try a low impact approach.
A f t e r
protecting the
car a bit from
stray 'sand' I
blasted
the
calipers right
on the car.
We
painted
the rotor 'hat'
section black,
the body of
the
caliper
bright
red,
and
the
P o r s c h e
Porsche 550 Spyder—Porsche Parade 2003
lettering
white. The grit blasting took very little time, other than setup, but
hand painting the calipers went slowly. The result is very stunning, as
anyone who has seen the car since mid-summer will attest. Among
the hints I would offer: protect the shocks from the grit; repaint any
steel caliper parts if they are hit with the grit stream; clean off the car
with a bit of compressed air, or a vacuum and a soft brush. Once the
caliper paint is dry (just a few minutes with hardener) the car can be
sprayed with water to get dust and grit off it. We used bits of masking
tape to keep grit out of locks, etc. Taking the rotors off for a cadmium
plating may be worth while, but it would disable the car for days. The
car can be driven minutes after the painting is done with our method.
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Test Your Porsche Knowledge:

Elections - 2003

By: Malcolm Hinds
(Reprinted from “Chicago Scene”. Author: Mary Ann Nowakowski)

By: Malcolm Hinds

1. Porsche

first announced that the Cayenne model was to be launched

in the:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Summer of 2002
Fall of 2002
Winter of 2003
Summer of 2004

2. The Porsche Cayenne is available in the following versions:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Cayenne Cabriolet
Cayenne S
Cayenne
Cayenne Turbo

3. The Cayenne S will accelerate from 0-100 Km per hour in:
A)
B)
C)
D)

20.3 seconds
12.2 seconds
7.2 seconds
5.6 seconds

It’s that time of year again when we must start to plan for elections to
determine the slate of officers that will run your Region in 2004.
Under the terms of the Constitution of our region, “members of the
Board of Directors will hold office for two years” and “No member will
serve continuously for more than two consecutive terms in the same
office”. Furthermore, to ensure continuity in the Board, only two of the
four Board positions are subject to re-election each calendar year. This
year, the positions of President and Secretary will be on the ballot.
Malcolm Hinds has now served as Secretary for two terms and thus
he may not run again for re-election for that office. On the other hand,
David Grant has served for only one term thus may run for reelection.
You are requested to either nominate someone for either of these two
positions or volunteer yourself. If you wish to nominate someone,
please first ensure that the person is willing to run for office. To offer a
name for the ballot for either position, or if you have any questions,
please contact Tobi Theobald at 1985944@mts.net or by phone at
668-9639. The deadline for nominations is: Wednesday, November
12 th 2003.
PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE – GET INVOLVED - DO IT NOW.

Porsche Fall Ramble
By: Tobias Theobald

Porsche 904 —Porsche Parade 2003

4. The Cayenne Turbo will accelerate from 0-100Km per hour in:
A)
B)
C)
D)

14

20.3 seconds
12.2 seconds
7.2 seconds
5.6 seconds

The Red River Region held a Fall Ramble from Winnipeg to Gimli on
September 20, 2003. A cool rainy day meant a poor turn out, The
cruise was three vehicles strong. Nonetheless, I handed out my
Interlake Quiz sheets, and the drive started at 10:30am. We drove the
scenic Henderson Hwy. to Lockport; crossed the Floodway and
continued along Henderson North to Selkirk. Although a slow drive,
the twists and turns along Henderson makes it far more desirable than
the boring Prairie highways we’ve all grown to detest. From Selkirk
we drove straight up Highway #9 through “Cottage Country” into
Gimli.
(Continued on page 18) 11

Moved? New phone number? New e-mail?
By: Malcolm Hinds

If you have moved, got a new phone number, or have changed your email address, please keep us informed.
Every two months we send out a newsletter. If we do not know your
current address, it will not get to you.
Occasionally we need to phone you regarding your membership, or
change of plans for an upcoming event. If we do not have your correct
phone number then we cannot update you. Further, if you have a cell
phone, or you do not mind being contacted at work, please let us have
those numbers too. We rarely use them but they are nice to have.
Finally, our most important channel of communication with members
is by e-mail. We are constantly finding that people change their e-mail
address without telling us. Please, keep us up to date with changes to
your e-mail address.
Every
month
a
reminder is sent out
about the upcoming
meeting and, following
the meeting, minutes
are sent to inform those
who could not attend. A
current e-mail address
is therefore important
to keep you informed.
Malcolm busy in the P.R. Role at the Morden Stop of
the MS Cruise, Jerry Joaquin’s 1999 Boxter in front.

We
have
e - mail
addresses for 42 of our
50 members (84%). If we do not have an e-mail address for you please
try to provide us with one. It could be that you are connected to the
Internet but have never given us the address for reasons of privacy.
You may have an e-mail address at work and you do not wish to get
swamped with non-work related messages. Let me assure you that the
data on members is not given out or sold to other lists and you will
only receive 2 to 4 messages a month from the Red River Region.
To update any of the information on the Region’s records please
contact Malcolm Hinds at CMHinds@aol.com or by phone at 4889622. Please note however that this does not amend your information
on file with the Porsche Club of America. This should be done by
logging on to their website at www.PCA.org

**********************************************************************

Winter Storage Checklist
By: Tobias Theobald

Here’s my Annual Winter Storage Checklist. I try to cover all bases in
fall, so I’m ready to drive in Spring. Issue XIII of the Red River
Ramblings also had an article on winter storage.

o
o
o
o
o

Change oil and filter
Tire pressure checked
Checked/Replaced antifreeze
Vacuumed / washed car
Removed/Disconnected
battery
o Flush/ bleed brake fluid
o Filled fuel tank

o Added fuel treatment
o
o
o
o

(if stored over 6 months)
Checked car cover for sharp
objects and dirt
Replace air filter
Plug exhaust with rags/tin
can
Cover brake rotors with
plastic
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